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Increase Production Efficiency
Production Efficiency
Efficiency and Visibility

Process manufacturers operate in a global environment of high material and price
volatility, uncertain demands, regulatory developments, and margin pressure on
commodities and consumer products. They must continuously increase operating
efficiency while responsibly managing their relationships with all stakeholders.

Margin and Return on Assets
SAP Innovations

From consumer-oriented batch processing to
large asset-intensive energy operations, it is
tougher than ever to meet increased regulatory
requirements on tight margins. Component
requirements for transportation fuels, continually tighter processing-emission standards, and
traceability requirements require continuous
adaptation and minimal margins of error.
The interconnected nature of energy-intensive
industries and the fuels they use increases
complexity in volatile markets.
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Global demand and geopolitical uncertainty
challenge capital investment, meaning
companies require more operational efficiency
and capacity throughput. Expectations for
stewardship of human, environmental, and
other limited resources increase the visibility
and potential risk of operational issues.
Process manufacturers must continuously
improve efficiencies for cost competitiveness,
maximize capital utilization by leveraging
outsourced manufacturing, and provide clear
visibility into all aspects of operations.
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Increased Efficiency and Visibility
Production Efficiency
Efficiency and Visibility

In a world with volatile markets and shifting global structures, process manufacturers
must control their resources to increase margins, manage risks, and maximize
returns. Effective outsourcing, efficient use of resources, and alignment of operating
and maintenance activities are key to long-term competitiveness.

Margin and Return on Assets
SAP Innovations

To effectively utilize all available resources,
manufacturers need to aggregate the global
demand for their products and allocate it across
the entire manufacturing network, which
includes subcontracted and outsourced
manufacturers.

Companies need to establish performance
metrics and key performance indicators, and
make them available to the entire value chain,
so managers can coordinate operations
effectively and respond rapidly to internal or
external events.

To fully utilize critical human and machine
assets, manufacturing operations must be
synchronized with production requirements
and asset management.

With processes for collecting and contextualizing data from many disparate systems and
integrating it into enterprise business operations, managers can make more effective
business decisions.
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Optimize Margins and Return on Assets
Production Efficiency
Efficiency and Visibility

Companies can improve profitability, manage market volatility, and reduce
operating risk by conducting their businesses reliably and efficiently, and by
increasing operational visibility.

Margin and Return on Assets
SAP Innovations

11%
Higher capacity utilization
when there is alignment of
strategic manufacturing
objectives with operational
activities

Operating costs are lower when raw materials,
labor, and critical energy resources are
effectively managed and aligned for optimum
use in production. Coordination of production
planning and maintenance activities enables
the maximum capture of market-price
opportunities, and increases the return on
assets through their more effective use.

Leveraging outsourced manufacturing for
flexible or lower-cost capacity can increase
operating flexibility and lower capital
requirements.
Complex manufacturing requires operating and
business data integration, which enables the
rapid identification of financial or operational
issues requiring attention. Efficient data
collection requires a clear view of automated
and manual operations, which must be
contextualized so business users can better
understand the impacts of operating conditions
on financial metrics.

An effective asset management program
minimizes unexpected process disruptions
such as those caused by damaged equipment,
lowers overall maintenance costs, and thus
increases the return on capital deployed.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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SAP Innovations
Production Efficiency
Efficiency and Visibility

Efficient management of manufacturing operations aligns production capacity with
market opportunities, and highly available assets with production requirements, to
maximize returns on capital and profitability.

Margin and Return on Assets
SAP Innovations

Database and technology solutions, including
SAP Business Suite software powered by the
SAP HANA platform, increase the planning
speed for a large complexity of materials,
components, and production facilities, and
enables companies to analyze large volumes
of information.

Best-run manufacturers extend operations to
where the workers are and gain insights
anytime, anywhere.

Analytics help evaluate massive real-time
operational data volumes quickly, in context,
and with an understanding of the impacts on
financial results and external stakeholders.

Mobile solutions provide real-time information
to users – from work instructions to plant
performance.
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Drive Efficiency and Sustainability
Efficiency and Sustainability
Sustain Efficient Operations
Flexible Capabilities
Performance Management

Companies compete in a dynamic market by continuously improving operations,
utilizing capital and assets efficiently, managing resources, and meeting stakeholder expectations.
Efficient Operations
Manage overall plant performance with effective planning and execution. Help ensure
sustainable utilization of resources and reliable operations.
Outsourced Flexibility
Drive a network of outsourced manufacturers and identify production commitment
issues in real time, while maintaining consistent visibility into quality, traceability, and
work in process.
Continuous Performance Improvement
Implement and sustain continuous performance improvement, providing high visibility
and quality management of the manufacturing process.
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Sustain Efficient Operations
Efficiency and Sustainability
Sustain Efficient Operations
Flexible Capabilities
Performance Management

11.4%

To manage global variations in price and demand, and to
navigate market disturbances, companies need optimal
processes that lower costs, enable product availability,
and mitigate operating and brand risks. Visibility and
performance management are critical for fast issue
identification and response.
Efficient process manufacturers test and maintain assets to minimize unexpected downtime,
equipment damage, and negative impact on
people and the environment. They are also
flexible and responsive to the market, up and
running when price or demand provides good
opportunities to maximize operational
efficiencies.

Coordinating asset utilization with planning and
maintenance activities helps ensure that
available capacity brings maximum returns.
Close coordination of energy utilization,
especially in complex operations where energy
is produced in the same process units in which
it is consumed, can provide a competitive
boost. Running operations this way while
treating people and the environment as precious resources promotes long-term viability,
and mitigates operating and brand risk.

Higher operating-equipment
effectiveness when a quality
system is in place to support
all management capabilities
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Flexible Capabilities
Efficiency and Sustainability
Sustain Efficient Operations
Flexible Capabilities
Performance Management

10.3%
Higher labor utilization when
production personnel can
monitor production and
parametric data in real time

By leveraging outsourced and subcontracted
manufacturing, companies can respond to changing
market conditions, reduce capital requirements, and
increase profitability. Integrating the financial and
operational aspects of external operations is key to
effectively utilizing them in the value chain.
Outsourced and subcontracted manufacturing
can be a critical capability, bringing overall
agility and responsiveness to the manufacturing
network. To manage expectations and clearly
communicate requirements, companies must
have contracting processes that are efficient
and accurate.
To maintain real-time visibility into critical
planning and financial performance, companies
must integrate production and financial
information with existing business processes.

The same operational visibility requirements
are required for both internal and external
producers, and include work-in-process,
quality, material usage locations, and batch
identification.
By promoting tight collaboration, clear visibility,
and trustworthy processes, companies can
optimize this additional capability as a critical
strategic differentiator.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Performance Management
Efficiency and Sustainability
Sustain Efficient Operations
Flexible Capabilities
Performance Management

Maintaining a dynamic supply chain in a volatile marketplace requires accurate, clear, and globally transparent
visibility into operations and asset management.
Establishing clear performance expectations, metrics, and
operations monitoring enables managers to effectively
coordinate all resources.
Collecting real-time plant-floor data from
equipment and integrating it for operations
monitoring is the foundation for visibility and
continuous improvement.

11.5%
Higher adherence to production plan in organizations
that monitor production and
parametric data in real time

Providing all stakeholders in the value chain
with real-time operating information against
expected performance enables management to
shift operations and employees at every level
as required to optimize decision making.

Monitoring equipment performance and
managing assets effectively allows for close
coordination of production planning and
equipment maintenance. This maximizes asset
utilization and increases the return, as well as
mitigating the risk of unexpected downtime and
equipment damage.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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The Perfect Plant Value Map
SAP Solutions

SAP solutions address key requirements of responsive manufacturing
operations for the consumer products industry.

Efficient Manufacturing
Operations
Production Planning and
Execution
Outsourced Manufacturing
Enterprise Asset Optimization

Efficient
Manufacturing
Operations

Manufacturing
Execution

Manufacturing
Intelligence

Quality
Management
and
Compliance

Production
Planning and
Execution

Production
Planning and
Scheduling

Material
Resource
Planning

Production
Capacity
Planning

Outsourced
Manufacturing

Collaborative
Manufacturing

External
Processing

Enterprise Asset
Optimization

Asset Visibility
and
Performance
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Sustainable
Operations

Meat
Processing

Apparel and
Footwear
Manufacturing
Fulfillment
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Efficient Manufacturing Operations
SAP Solutions

Optimize planning and use of raw material and
resources.

Efficient Manufacturing
Operations

Efficient manufacturing operations allocate global demand to the
most effective producing plant and provide output predictability.
Operations are managed against defined metrics and have real-time
performance visibility. Assets are managed in coordination with
production for effective resource management.

Production Planning and
Execution
Outsourced Manufacturing
Enterprise Asset Optimization

47.4%
Lower manufacturing cycle
time when equipment is
correctly allocated to operations and its usage is tracked
in real time
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Manufacturing
Execution

Manufacturing execution – Minimize waste with demand-based flow
manufacturing on the shop floor.

Manufacturing
Intelligence

Manufacturing intelligence – Gain better insights into operations and overall
performance with shop floor visibility.

Quality Management
and Compliance

Quality planning and control – Integrate comprehensive quality control into
the production process for early defect identification.

Sustainable
Operations

Sustainable operations – Enable efficient use and protection of critical
human and environmental resources.

Meat Processing

Meat manufacturing – Achieve goals for producing and distributing livestock
and carcasses, and meat-related products from all animal categories.

Apparel and
Footwear

Apparel and footwear – Efficiently manage variant-rich products in demand
and supply processes, down to the SKU level – styles, colors, sizes.
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Production Planning and Execution
SAP Solutions

Allocate production demand against capacity and
resources.

Efficient Manufacturing
Operations

Efficient operations allocate demand to the right plant, predicting
production output through planning. Operations are managed against
defined metrics with real-time performance visibility. Asset use is
coordinated with production for effective resource management and
protection of employees, the community, and the environment.

Production Planning and
Execution
Outsourced Manufacturing
Enterprise Asset Optimization

19.7%
Higher adherence to
production plans when
customer delivery dates
are integrated with material
availability and real-time
manufacturing conditions

Production
Planning and
Scheduling

Effectively allocate production demands against available capacities and
resources.

Material
Resource
Planning

With visibility across the supply chain, you can monitor stock-outs and
automatically create procurement proposals for purchasing and production.

Production
Capacity Planning

Connect advanced planning and scheduling data housed in disparate plant and
enterprise systems.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Outsourced Manufacturing
SAP Solutions
Efficient Manufacturing
Operations
Production Planning and
Execution
Outsourced Manufacturing
Enterprise Asset Optimization

Flexibly utilize all available production resources.
Leveraging outsourced operations increases flexibility and
responsiveness. These operations must maintain consistent highquality processes for procurement, contracting, and financials, and
they must be integrated into processes for tracking quality and
visibility into work in process and material use.

Collaborative
Manufacturing

Gain visibility into outsourced operations for quality, work in process, and
material tracking.

External
Processing

Efficiently manage planned and unplanned outsourced production activities.

12.2%
Higher adherence to
production plan when tracking
and managing the alignment
of strategic manufacturing
objectives and operational
activities
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Enterprise Asset Optimization
SAP Solutions

Manage equipment maintenance and align with
operational use.

Efficient Manufacturing
Operations

Economic conditions and uncertain markets force companies to
seek higher returns on assets. At the same time, global competition
demands excellence in operations. With a growing focus on
sustainability, companies must manage assets to minimize any
risk to performance goals, worker safety, and the environment.

Production Planning and
Execution
Outsourced Manufacturing

Optimize Portfolios
During challenging economic periods, it is more important than ever to make
informed asset-related decisions that keep return on assets high.

Enterprise Asset Optimization

3.5%
Higher return on assets
earned by “best performers”
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

Asset Visibility
and Performance

Solve Issues More Quickly
Organizations can increase uptime and react more quickly to process upsets
when they have greater visibility into their operations and asset performance.
Boost Use and Performance
Forward-thinking companies integrate, automate, and unify all asset-related
data, business processes, and analytics to enable holistic operations and
maintenance.
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SAP Innovations
SAP Innovations
Applications
Mobile

Breakthrough technologies enable manufacturers to
manage and respond to large volumes of real-time
production information and determine the impact of their
operating plans on business and financial performance.

Analytics
SAP Business Suite Software Powered by SAP HANA
Increase the speed of planning for a large complexity of materials, components, and production
facilities. Analyze large volumes of information.

53%

Mobile
Provide real-time information to users – from work instructions and as-built designs to plant
performance. Extend operations to where the workers are and gain insights anytime, anywhere.

Of organizations report a big
gap between the availability
of Big Data and their ability
to analyze it for insights

Analytics
Evaluate massive real-time operational data volumes quickly, in context, and with an
understanding of the impacts on financial results and external stakeholders.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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SAP Business Suite Powered by SAP HANA
SAP Innovations
Applications

SAP Business Suite software powered by SAP HANA
enables consumer products companies to plan rapidly,
improve quality monitoring, and optimize material flow.

Mobile
Analytics
Efficient
Manufacturing
Operations

Improve decisions in production planning and purchasing based on real-time,
accurate information. Detect root causes of quality issues and common
performance problems with quality, real-time production information.
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Mobile
SAP Innovations
Applications

Provide real-time information to all appropriate personnel,
from managers and supervisors to plant workers,
delivered to them where and when they need it.

Mobile
Analytics
Manufacturing
Visibility and
Performance

Monitor plant performance and key performance indices from mobile devices.
Receive notifications of production variations and operational events.

40%
Higher employee productivity
when mobile access is
provided to employees
across all levels
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Analytics
SAP Innovations
Applications
Mobile

Provide visibility into performance management and
operational events. Monitor real-time production against
plant metrics to identify issues and initiate corrective
actions.

Analytics

53%
Greater information leverage
when business intelligence
gives access to advanced
analysis tools without
requiring technical expertise

Efficient
Manufacturing for
Process

Evaluate production performance and detect operational, safety, and
environmental issues.

Outsourced
Manufacturing

Monitor outsourced capacity performance in quality, production schedules,
and work in process. Analyze profitability and supplier performance against
contracted terms.

Manufacturing
Visibility and
Performance

Evaluate overall plant and operational performance against defined metrics.
Monitor asset utilization and alignment with production.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Best-Run Customers
Best-Run Customers

Ten of the top 10 beverage companies run SAP.

ACH Food Companies

Ten of the top 10 durables companies run SAP.

Colgate-Palmolive

Ten of the top 10 food companies run SAP.

Novellini SpA
Why SAP?

Ten of the top 10 home and personal care companies run SAP.
Nine out of the top 10 apparel and footwear companies run SAP.
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Customer Co-Innovation
Best-Run Customers
ACH Food Companies

SAP co-innovates with manufacturing companies to drive needed innovation and
help ensure value creation. Customers participate through ideation, requirements
and design, validation, and value assessment.

Colgate-Palmolive
Novellini SpA
Why SAP?

SAP works with leading process manufacturing
customers to manage their plant information
systems and allow users to design their own
manufacturing information dashboards.
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Best-Run Customers
ACH Food Companies

ACH Food Companies is a leading manufacturer of food
products, including spices.

75%

Colgate-Palmolive

With the implementation of its enterprise systems, ACH took that as a
great opportunity to improve its product development process by creating
a single source of the truth fully aligned with manufacturing.

Less time for
internal newproduct initiation

Key Benefits

25%

Novellini SpA
Why SAP?






Improved information consistency with a single source of the truth
Increased speed and flexibility of product design
New and enhanced development process capabilities
Significant improvement in alignment of product development
information and manufacturing data

Improvement in
time to market with
new products

“The future support for our legacy software was in doubt, and we didn’t want
to bet on the future. In SAP software, we found a stable, mature product
that made our future course clear and certain to us.”
Donnie Steward, Chief Information Officer, ACH Food Companies Inc.
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Best-Run Customers
ACH Food Companies
Colgate-Palmolive
Novellini SpA
Why SAP?

The Colgate-Palmolive Company sells oral care, personal
care, home care, and pet nutrition products in over
200 countries and territories.
Colgate uses SAP software to standardize processes for global supply
chain management; align consumer, professional, and retail programs;
improve visibility; respond quickly to demand dynamics; and tie
replenishment and orders to downstream demand rather than high-level
forecasts.

10
Days VMI planning
cycle, down from
5 days


Increased customer
order fill rate

Key Benefits





Streamlined vendor-managed inventory
Improved the granularity and timeliness of customer data
Reduced manual orders
Increased products in stock for promotions via effective forecasting
and planning
 Accelerated lead time for customer collaboration

99%
Improved forecast
accuracy

“Colgate and SAP have worked closely together for many years in a
strategic partnership that aligns with our global IT strategy.”
Jim Newkirk, Director of Global Supply Chain Information Technology,
Colgate-Palmolive Company
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Best-Run Customers
ACH Food Companies

Novellini SpA maintains control throughout the manufacturing
process with SAP Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence
rapid-deployment solution.

Colgate-Palmolive

Top Objectives
Novellini SpA
Why SAP?

 Gain a single, current, comprehensive view of operations
 Ease burden on an IT saddled with supporting many software packages
 Cut inventory carrying costs, reduce lead times, increase report accuracy,
improve control, and be more responsive to market fluctuations
 Increase customer satisfaction by providing more reliable delivery
schedules and assists like tracking numbers

Key Benefits
 Single, consistent, and automated information source, which bolsters
efficiency and has increased the accuracy of management reports
 Streamlined operations throughout manufacturing, leading to a
decrease in the need for inventories and semi-finished goods
 Reduced lead times, due to better production scheduling
“We completely recovered our investment in SAP MII in its very first year
through savings in manufacturing and IT, and that doesn’t count the revenue
increases we are seeing because of improved customer satisfaction.”

4 month
Implementation that
was on schedule
and within budget
with implementation
partner


Reduced IT costs,
now that legacy
software licenses,
maintenance
contracts, and
specialty skills are
no longer required


Increased customer
satisfaction through
better information

Fabrizio Lorenzini, CFO, Novellini SpA
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Why SAP?
Best-Run Customers
ACH Food Companies

SAP Business Suite software and manufacturing solutions help companies
closely align operations with corporate objectives and synchronize manufacturing
processes with business processes, achieve continuous improvement, and
optimize IT investments.

Colgate-Palmolive
Novellini SpA
Why SAP?

A comprehensive portfolio supports closed-loop processes across planning, execution, and asset
management. SAP solutions offer low total cost of ownership with native integration that reduces
costs over both the short and long term. These comprehensive solutions, which support any
manufacturing style, are built on an innovative platform that is adaptable and configurable to
leverage existing plant investments. Fast time to value has been proven through the strong
network of SAP customers.
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Find Out More About How Your Organization Can
Become Best-Run
Benchmark Your Performance
Position your organization for dominance in this new economy with the business performance
benchmarking program from SAP – available free to SAP customers and select prospects.
The SAP benchmarking program has helped more than 3,000 organizations assess their
strengths, uncover areas for improvement, and identify best practices and IT strategies that
generate clear, tangible value – not someday, but today.
Visit valuemanagement.sap.com >>

Go Live in Weeks
Here’s the fastest way to run your business better: our rapid-deployment solutions. In one
package, you get everything you need to be up and running quickly – including preconfigured
software and implementation services – in just weeks. With a defined scope and predictable
costs, there are no surprises.
Visit sap.com/solutions/rds >>

Join Your Community of Practices
Every day, SAP Community Network (SCN) changes the way that thousands of SAP users work.
It lets members help one another solve problems, learn, and invent new ways to get things
done – faster. Find out how to connect with people, content, and resources.
Visit scn.sap.com >>
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CMP 23984 (13/03)

Go for a test-drive, visit us online at sap.com/consumer.

Also visit us on our community pages to find out more:
www.facebook.com/SAPConsumerProducts
www.twitter.com/SAP_CP

www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4168249&trk=hb_side_g
http://scn.sap.com/community/consumer-products
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